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Abstract

The precise knowledge of the primary interaction vertex is crucial for the reconstruction
of certain events with the future PANDA-detector, which will be built at GSI, Germany.
The displaced decay of D-mesons is one example for such events. A possible target
for the PANDA-experiment is the pellet-target : A stream of frozen hydrogen spheres of
similar size and shape is traversing the beam-line perpendicularly in this design. It is
possible to track single pellets in all 3 spatial dimensions and with that reconstruct the
primary vertex of the beam particle - pellet interaction. Commercial, fast single-line
CCD cameras are tested and used for this purpose.
This work presents a VHDL design utilizing a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA development board
(ML-555) for online pellet recognition using one line-scan camera. While the VHDL
design detects pellets in real time, the output of the reduced pellet data has been realized
via a UART-to-USB bridge, which is much too slow to handle all pellet data in real time,
but can be used as a powerful debugging tool. In principle the VHDL part can be slightly
modified and duplicated to create a readout system for more than one camera.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

Particle physics experiments can be roughly separated in two groups, which are collider
experiments and experiments using a fixed target. Especially when thinking of internal
target experiments, where the accelerator beam is passing through the detector, it is a
challenging task to construct an internal fixed target system - which of course needs space
inside the detector volume - and at the same time achieve a high geometrical acceptance
of the detector. Two different ideas for target concepts are being developed: the cluster-
jet-target and the pellet-target. In both of these concepts hydrogen is commonly used
as target material. A stream of frozen hydrogen objects, called either clusters or pellets,
which are perpendicularly traversing the accelerator beam, is produced. The detector
is built around this interaction point. The main difference between these two concepts
is the shape and size of the frozen hydrogen targets, which are hit by the accelerator
beam particles. For a cluster-jet target, the produced clusters contain approximately
105 atoms and their shape and size are randomly distributed within some certain range,
but the target beam has a relatively homogeneous volume density distribution and a
sharp boundary.

In contrast to that, the main idea for the pellet target is to form frozen hydrogen
spheres that contain around 1015 atoms and all have a similar shape, size and also dis-
tance to each other. A great benefit of the pellet target is that one can have a greater
distance between the pellet generator and the interaction point (in the order of me-
ters), which makes it possible to have the cryosystem needed for pellet formation placed
outside of the detector and feed the pellets into it through a narrow tube. For a cluster-
jet target the nozzle which creates the cluster stream has to be positioned closer to
the interaction point in order to reach the same target thickness. Both systems can run
with other gases like deuterium or in principle even nitrogen or argon (see [TPR05] p.33).

The idea of a pellet-target has been developed at Uppsala University in the 1980’s
and development work is still going on. So far a pellet target has been used for the
CELSIUS/WASA experiment and, after the relocation of the detector to Forchungszen-
trum Jülich, Germany, also for WASA@COSY, where it is being used at the moment.
Another fully functional pellet-target is located at The Svedberg Laboratoriet, Uppsala.
This target is neither part of a detector system nor located at an accelerator beam. It is
called the Uppsala Pellet Test Station (UPTS) and is used for target development and
studies, like the pellet tracking system presented in this work.

1.1 The PANDA experiment

Currently a large accelerator facility called FAIR1 is under construction in Darmstadt,
Germany at the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI). A part of this facility will
be the antiproton storage ring HESR2 which will deliver an antiproton beam with a
momentum range of 1.5 GeV/c - 15 GeV/c.

1Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
2High Energy Storage Ring
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1.1 The PANDA experiment

Figure 1: Setup of the PANDA experiment. The antiproton beam is entering from the
left side.

The multi-purpose detector PANDA will be set up as an internal target experiment in
HESR. A sketch of the detector is shown in Fig. 1.

PANDA is separated in two main parts, the target spectrometer and the forward
spectrometer. Both of these parts are equipped with a variety of different detectors, e.g.
tracking detectors, calorimetry and muon chambers. The target spectrometer, which is
surrounding the interaction point, is supplied with a superconducting solenoid magnet
capable of delivering a magnetic field of up to 2 T in the inner part of the coil. Inside
this coil the electromagnetic calorimeter and the micro-vertex-detector are placed. The
fact that these components are placed in the solenoid coil necessitates a very compact
design, which is also limiting the space available for a target system.

Taking into account that the design luminosity for the experiment is 2 · 1032 cm−2s−1

and assuming HESR will be able to store 1011 antiprotons, this luminosity can be
achieved with a target thickness of 4 · 1015 hydrogen atoms per cm2. This condition
can be met with a pellet target based on the WASA target design. One can expect
pellets with a diameter of about 25µm, which results in a target thickness of some 1015

atoms/cm2 (see [TPR05] p.33).
The physics program for PANDA includes charmonium spectroscopy, especially be-

cause the center of mass energy can reach up to 5.5 GeV, which is well above the open
charm threshold (DD-breakup threshold: 3.73 GeV/c2). This is particularly interesting,
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1.2 Pellet Test Station

because the charmonium spectrum above this threshold is poorly known. Furthermore,
QCD-predicted gluonic excitations like glueballs or hybrids (bound states consisting of
quarks and gluons) as well as hypernuclei can be studied. Most of these measurements
require a proton target which can be delivered by a pellet-type target ([TPR05] p.9 f.).

1.2 Pellet Test Station

Since all measurements and tests presented in this work have been performed at the
UPTS, this target system will be described in more detail. As mentioned before, the
UPTS is an independent pellet target system which is very similar to the target used
with the WASA detector. In fact it is almost a direct copy of the WASA target with
some minor changes to the pellet generator and the vacuum system.

Figure 2: UPTS setup schematic and photos from CCD-cameras placed at the DFC and
the VIC.

At the top of the system the so called ”cold-head” is placed. This system uses helium
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to liquefy hydrogen gas by cooling it down to ≈ 14 K. The liquid hydrogen then has to
pass a glass nozzle with a very narrow opening (see Fig.2: ”Nozzle”) mounted at the
bottom part of the cold head. A cylindrical piezo-electric crystal is surrounding the glass
nozzle and part of its holding structure. This crystal is connected to an amplified signal
from a frequency generator. The applied voltage makes the crystal, and with this also the
nozzle, vibrate at the frequency of the generator (→Piezo-electric effect), which causes
the jet of liquid hydrogen to break up into so called droplets when leaving the nozzle
(excitation frequency: 40 - 100 kHz). The droplets are now passing the droplet formation
chamber (DFC) (pressure: ≈ 20 mBar due to helium buffer gas). At the bottom of the
droplet formation chamber the droplets have to pass through a glass capillary (VIC),
through which they are injected into the vacuum chamber below. Since the pressure
in this chamber is below 1µBar, the droplets freeze to solid pellets during the vacuum
injection process. This process distorts the path of the pellets and the stream of pellets
exiting the VIC has a large angular spread, which leads to a widening of the pellet beam.
In order to collimate the beam, a so called skimmer is placed about 1.5 m below the VIC.
This skimmer is a metallic cone with a circular opening (Ø = 2 mm) at the top; typically
20 - 70% of the pellets pass this aperture. The rest of the pellets bounce off the cone
and stay in the vacuum injection chamber. Below the skimmer, the so called interaction
chamber is placed. Here a pellet rate of 5 − 20 · 103 s−1 is expected. In a real detector
setup this is the place where the accelerator beam crosses the pellet beam. Below this
point the pellet beam dump and more vacuum pumps are placed.

1.3 Pellet tracking - Current setup and Motivation

As discussed before, the physics program for PANDA includes charmonium spectroscopy
above the DD-threshold. D-mesons have a very short lifetime (≈1040 fs, [JPh10])
which gives a decay length of around 0.3 mm. If one can directly detect the displaced
decay vertex of the D-meson (in PANDA with the Micro-Vertex-Detector), it is possible
to identify the D-meson, but it would be better to reconstruct the decay length and
therewith identify a D-meson. For this the precise knowledge of the position of the
primary interaction vertex is needed. However, the reconstruction of this point in space
using the information the detector delivers about the reaction products is not usable in
many cases, because the reaction products either decay too fast to be detected or are
electrically neutral and thus cannot be tracked by the innermost detectors.

A method to determine the primary vertex without using the detector and reaction
products is to track the path of single pellets. Individual tracing of a pellet is possible
due to the fact that pellets are discrete objects which have a distance in the order of
millimeters to each other. For this the position of each pellet in the x− z-plane parallel
to the accelerator beam (z-axis) has to be determined at least in one plane above the
interaction point and one time below it. By illuminating the pellet stream with a laser
(perpendicular to the pellet beam) single pellets can be made visible for fast line-scan
CCD cameras. By placing two of these cameras with a relative angle of 90◦ to each
other, the x- and z-position can be determined. A test system with two cameras in total
is being developed at the UPTS. In the picture below one can see a setup where the two
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1.3 Pellet tracking - Current setup and Motivation

cameras are placed with a short distance in y to each other. With this arrangement the
speed of the pellets can be determined.

Figure 3: Test setup for pellet tracking. The arrow points to a window through which
the skimmer can be seen.

Future plans foresee a setup to be installed at the WASA detector consisting of 8
cameras and a design for PANDA utilizing 16 cameras is planned.

For illumination a 50 mW laser with a line profile (width: ≈ 5 mm, height 100µm)
is used; the line is oriented perpendicularly to the pellet beam. This ensures that the
whole width of the pellet stream is illuminated, whereas the small height of the laser
profile leads to that essentially only one pellet at a time is illuminated.

The line-scan cameras (model AViiVA M2 CL) each have a CCD sensor consisting
of one line with 512 pixels (pixel size: 14×14 µm2) oriented in the same way as the
line profile of the laser. The CCD sensor is being read out with two separate ADCs in
each camera. One ADC is reading a value from a pixel (odd pixel), the other one from
the neighbouring pixel (even) at a time. Inside the camera housing, an Atmel chipset is
gathering the data from the ADCs and reordering the bits according to the specifications
of the CameraLink standard. The CameraLink standard is a bus protocol designed for
fast data transmission from cameras. These cameras have a maximum readout speed of
approx. 91 kHz, meaning that the cycle time for an exposure and the data transmission
for a whole line takes ≈ 11µs. In the current setup the cameras are connected via
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CameraLink cables to FrameGrabber PCI cards and read out with a computer. This
works fairly well with the two cameras available now, but for future setups with more
cameras a new readout system has to be designed.

2 The new FPGA based readout system

The idea is to replace the FrameGrabber cards with custom FPGA driven readout
boards. This first FPGA board should also reduce the data received from the cam-
era by identifying valid pellet events. Only these events survive in the data flow and are
sent out via optical links to another FPGA driven data processing board. There, the
data is being received and an output via e.g. a VME-bus is available (see Fig. 4). This
board will be used for synchronization and external clocking of all the attached cameras
and will also receive the experiment time for synchronization with the hadronic events.

The data processing board has already been developed and built for use in the trigger
of the WASA experiment and is ready to use.

Figure 4: Data flow scheme of the new readout system

2.1 Development system

As a start for the development of the camera-readout board the camera signal behaviour
had to be studied with a fully functional system so that one is able to design the whole
data flow. The readout chain also includes the data reduction procedure - which in
the end means identifying pellet events and outputting positions and timestamps of all
detected pellets. This firmware design is the objective of this project work.
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2.2 VHDL implementation

The development setup is based on the Xilinx ML-555 PCI-Express Development
board. This board is equipped with a Virtex5 FPGA and a lot of peripheral in-
terfaces for data transfer. To connect one line-scan camera to this board, a small
PCB has been designed, which is supplied with a CameraLink connector (see Fig.5).

Figure 5: CameraLink to
parallel bus adapter card

The CameraLink standard specifies 5 serial lines, 4 data
lines and one clock line, through which the data from the
camera is being submitted. On the PCB a commercial dese-
rializer chip converts the four serial lines back to a parallel
28-bit word. These 28 bits contain the 12-bit amplitudes for
two neighbouring pixels (→ two ADCs in the camera) and
some control flags, e.g. for identifying valid data for each
clock cycle (see Appendix A for the bit order). These sig-
nals are wired to 28 pins on the PCB. By plugging the PCB
onto the ML-555 board they are connected to 28 General
Purpose In-/Outputs (GPIO) of the evaluation board and
are directly accessible with the FPGA.

The FPGA is programmed via an onboard JTAG inter-
face, which can also be used for debugging (see section
2.2.1). Apart from that an onboard USB port is used in
the design presented here as an output for the pellet infor-
mation. The advantage of this is the direct accessibility of
the output data by connecting it to a PC, so no further
board is needed (as presented for the conceptual design in
Fig. 4). However, the drawback of this solution is the speed
of the USB connection: The universal serial bus is just used as a convenient type of
cable/plug, but it is in fact a serial port using a UART-type driver. The UART circuit
is software-generated and part of the FPGA programming; its transmission speed is
limited to 230400 baud. This connection can be seen as a powerful auxiliary debugging
port for the whole design, but for the future design with more than one camera another
connection has to be used. As mentioned before an optical link can be used for that,
which can also be tested with the ML-555 board, because it is equipped with two GTP
interfaces. All connections can be seen in Fig.6.

2.2 VHDL implementation

The firmware for the FPGA is written in VHDL, a hardware description language specifi-
cally designed for programming of parallel logic circuits in an FPGA (ASIC,CPLD). The
full name of the language is VHSICHDL, meaning Very high speed integrated circuit
hardware description language. In VHDL one can use constructs known from other pro-
gramming languages like loops or variables to construct a text model of a logic circuit. In
the end the code will be synthesized by a software tool. This means that a collection of
so called ”netlists” will be created, which describe the structure of a circuit that behaves
like the logic developed in the VHDL sourcecode. With the help of these files the FPGA
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2.2 VHDL implementation

Figure 6: Scheme of the development setup for the readout of one camera

is programmed and wires and gates are being generated or connected, so the VHDL code
describes the hardware structure in the chip after downloading the programming file to
it - the code is not really ’executed’.

A VHDL design can have a lot of input signals, which are then processed in the circuit
and lead to a number of output signals defined by the programmer. The great benefit
of this kind of design structure is that all incoming signals can be processed in parallel
and in real time, in contrast to the execution of a program by a processor. One also
has the possibility to simulate the design without actually programming the FPGA so
that the code can be tested before using it. This has been done for large parts of the
implementation for the line-scan cameras.

The inputs and outputs for the line-scan camera design are shown below. This is
called the port declaration:

entity Cam_link_int is
PORT ( CLK_IN_P : in STD_LOGIC;

CLK_IN_N : in STD_LOGIC;
RX : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(27 downto 0);
RX_CLK : in STD_LOGIC;

PELLET_DATA : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 downto 0);
TIMESTAMP : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(63 downto 0);
PELLET_FLAG : out STD_LOGIC;

);

Among the input signals one can see the 28-bit wide data word received from the camera
(RX), which was described before. All other inputs are related to clocking of the system
and will be discussed later (see section 2.2.2). The outputs consist of three different
signals:

• The 1-bit wide flag PELLET_FLAG indicates that a pellet has been detected by
the VHDL design. This signal will stay on a logic high-level (’1’) for one clock
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2.2 VHDL implementation

cycle when a pellet has been detected, during which the other two outputs contain
information about the pellet.

• TIMESTAMP is a 64-bit wide number. This number is increased by 1 every time
a full line from the camera has been read out. By that, every line gets a unique
number, since the FPGA-system has been powered (initialization on power-up to
zero). This arbitrary chosen number can be seen as ”unique”, because a 64-bit
counter, which is increased every 10 µs (corresponds to approx. 100kHz, max. line
frequency of the camera) is overflowing after > 107 years. The next smaller unit
would be a 32-bit word, but such a counter would overflow in less than one day at
the same frequency, which is the reason for choosing a 64-bit counter.

• PELLET_DATA contains the position and amplitude of a pellet. The position in this
context is the number of the pixel which has the highest amplitude. The format
of this 32-bit output is as given in Fig.7:

Figure 7: Bit order of the 32-bit output word PELLET DATA

2.2.1 Overview and function of the design

The VHDL design is split up into different parts which have been implemented in sep-
arate files. A schematic overview can be seen in Fig. 8. When powering up the system
a two-stage automatic pedestal correction will be performed before the code block re-
sponsible for pellet recognition and event output will start operating.

Additionally to a certain statistical noise, every pixel of the camera shows a pedestal
amplitude value which is very much dependent on the ambient light the camera sees,
so one has to correct for this effect in order to efficiently detect real pellet events. The
two stages conf0 and conf1 (see Fig. 8) of the automatic pedestal correction generate
pedestal values for each single pixel and store these values in a globally accessible block
memory (ped_mem). When this process has been completed once, a flag is set which
enables operation of the pellet recognition part. While the design is running, the stage
conf1 accumulates data again and calculates new pedestal values for each pixel which
are then overwriting the old values in the pedestal block memory, so the values in the
memory are always up to date.

All the code components mentioned above are instantiated and connected to each
other in the top level entity file called Cam_link_int.vhd. This file also contains the
code to generate a timestamp for each valid camera line, logic and components needed
for clocking of the design as well as the instantiation of a Xilinx ChipScope instance.
ChipScope is a tool which allows the user to put one or more integrated logic analyzers
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2.2 VHDL implementation
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Figure 8: Schematic overview of the VHDL design

into an FPGA. ChipScope components are being generated in the development environ-
ment used to program the FPGA (the code for this project was written in Xilinx ISE
v.12.4) using the Xilinx LogiCore generator. With this tool one can observe input and
output signals of the design as well as internal signals used e.g. in a state machine in
the running system. The benefit of this is that the proper operation of the design can
be checked while it is running on the hardware. ChipScope has been widely used to
debug the code and check the behaviour of single components and implementations (see
screenshots in later sections). When running the pure VHDL design (w/o the embedded
system, see later section), this IP core is still in place and can be used for debugging
and further development.

2.2.2 Clocking

Proper clocking is an important issue for the whole design. Since there is only one camera
in use in the development system, one does not have to take care of synchronization
between different pieces of hardware (e.g. more cameras). The one camera can be
programmed to operate in a so called ”free run” mode, which means it is generating
its own clock signal and also transferring this signal to the development board via the
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2.2 VHDL implementation

CameraLink connector. This incoming clock signal is called RX_CLK (see Fig. 9) and
is used for the whole VHDL-based design. After passing through a clock buffer, this
signal is fed to a digital clock manager (DCM). With a DCM one has the possibility to
add a phase shift to the clock signal or use phase locked loops (PLLs) to increase the
clock frequency (e.g. by a factor of 2). At a later stage in a system with more cameras
an external clock signal will be needed. As a preparation for this the design has an
additional differential input signal (CLK_IN_P and CLK_IN_N) which can be connected
to the DCM. A schematic view of the components related to clocking can be seen in Fig.
9. Note that the clock signal used in the whole design is named clk_125MHz, although it
is not a 125 MHz clock when operating with one camera in the free running mode. The
name refers to the quartz oscillator clock which is supplied by the ML-555 board and
could be used in the future.

Figure 9: Schematic view of the components used for clocking

2.2.3 Automatic configuration

The purpose of the automatic pedestal correction is to fill a block memory with pedestal
values for each pixel of the camera as it has been described before. Later, when the
design is used while running a pellet target, there could be pellet events already when
powering up the system. These events should not influence the pedestal values, but
should be ignored until the pellet recognition starts operating. Therefore, the first stage
just calculates separate mean values for all odd and all even pixels. These two ’global’
mean values are needed in the second stage in order to be able to reject events with
pellets.

Stage conf0
Like many other parts of the code, this block is based on a finite state machine (FSM).
A sketch of the FSM can be seen in Fig. 10. At first, the state machine is in the state
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2.2 VHDL implementation

’000’ which could be called a ’reset state’. In this state, all flags and counters needed
for operation are being reset. It might happen that the FSM starts operating while the
camera submits data from an exposure, so the flag symbolizing valid data on the data
bus (LVAL, Line VALid) is on a logic high level. This data is being skipped and the FSM
waits for the LVAL-flag to turn ’0’ again until it goes to the next state. In state ’001’,
the counters are being initialized and we wait for a valid line (data transmission) from
the camera and go to state ’010’ when that happens. In this state, the flag sum_en will
be set, which starts another process. The camera transmits the digitized content of two
pixels (even and odd) in every clock cycle, so it needs 256 clock cycles to send the data
for one exposure. The started process adds up the incoming data for the odd and even
pixels in separate registers. The reason to split the two values is that the camera is using
two different ADCs to digitize the odd and even pixels, respectively, which might show
a slightly different behaviour. Once one line is transmitted completely, the FSM goes
to state ’011’. The line counter is being increased by one and the summation process is
stopped. Should there be any errors, like a line that was not transmitted correctly for
some reason, the FSM jumps back to state ’001’ and resets the summation counter. This
procedure (’010’→ ’011’→ ’100’→ ’010’ ...) goes on until the line counter (implemented
to be 3 bits wide) overflows. This means, that data from 8 valid exposures has been
collected. The line counter is increased in state ’011’. The state machine checks if it has
overflown in the following state (’100’) and if that is the case it interrupts the procedure
of accumulating data and goes to state ’101’. The two summation registers now contain
the sum of 8 · 256 = 2048 values of each 12 bit width. By using a simple bit-shift
(shifting the sum by 11 bits to the right), very simple mean values for the two registers
are obtained. These values are the global mean values for odd and even pixels and form
the output of this code block (see Fig. 8).
The behaviour of the state machine has been tested with the iSim simulator, a simulation
software that comes with the Xilinx ISE software suite. The screenshot below shows the
inputs and outputs of conf0 in the simulator window. As soon as bit number 24 (LVAL)
of the incoming data (RX) turns ’1’, the state machine starts operating and moves from
one state to the next according to the behaviour described before. After accumulating
8 lines, the global mean values are calculated and the outputs (init_mean_even and
init_mean_odd) are filled with values. In the first picture below (Fig. 11) the accumu-
lation of one single line is visible in the iSim simulator. Fig. 12 shows the behaviour
after 8 lines have been taken. One can also see the signal conf1_go turning ’1’, which
starts the second stage of the pedestal correction. Fig. 13 shows the operation of this
part of code with a connected camera in ChipScope. The blue and red line show the
incoming data from the camera (odd and even), while the orange and green line are the
outputs init_mean_even and init_mean_odd of conf0.

Stage conf1
The structure of the second stage is very similar to the one of conf0. A finite state
machine controls the data flow, and the main purpose is again to sum up incoming data
from the camera and calculate mean values out of the sums. The differences however
are, that the summation is not only done for the odd and even pixels separately, but for
every single pixel. In addition, the global mean values from stage conf0 can be used to
detect lines, which probably contain a pellet event, and reject them. The structure of
the state machine can be seen in Fig. 14. Like the state machine described in the last
paragraph, the first state (’000’) is a RESET-state, in which all counters and in this
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Figure 10: Schematic view of the FSM controlling the component conf0

case memory address registers are being reset. The state machine jumps to state ’001’
when the line-valid-flag (LVAL) turns ’0’, and additionally the flag conf1_go turns ’1’,
which means that the previous stage (conf0) ran through at least one time and that the
global mean values are now available. In state ’001’, the write-enable signal for a big
block memory is set, in which the sums of the incoming data for each pixel will be held.
This memory is organized in the following way:

The camera delivers ADC conversion values for two pixels at a time, so two addends
for different sums have to be stored in parallel. This is why the block memory has a
depth of 256 ’rows’. Every single one of these rows holds the sum for one even and one
odd pixel, so the memory covers all 512 pixels in total. One can easily configure the
code to accumulate data for different numbers of full exposures in this stage, but the
maximum is set to be 1024 lines from the camera which can be added up. This results
in a width of the memory of 44 bit (1024·12-bit number → 22-bit number; ODD and
EVEN pixel together give 44 bit).

When LVAL turns ’1’ again, the state machine moves to state ’010’, in which it will
stay until one full line has been transmitted. Every clock cycle, there is new data for two
pixels available which needs to be added to the content of the corresponding memory
cell and the sum needs to be stored afterwards. The memory address is increased by one
every cycle while in state ’010’, the content of the memory is being read, new data is
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2.2 VHDL implementation

Figure 11: Simulation (iSim) of conf0 with one full camera exposure

Figure 12: Simulation (iSim) of conf0 with 16 full exposures

added to that value and the sum is stored at the same place. It can happen that there is
a pellet event while this procedure is running. This means, that in one line a few pixels
have a value which is a lot higher than their pedestal values. This is why before storing
new values in the summation memory, it is being checked if the values for the actual
pixels are bigger than the global pedestal values from stage conf0, init_mean_even and
init_mean_odd, respectively, plus an arbitrarily chosen ’pellet-threshold’. A line that
was not transmitted correctly (invalid or incomplete line) throws the state machine back
to state ’000’, where everything is being reset. A correctly transmitted line leads to the
state ’011’, in which a line counter is being increased. After this, the FSM jumps again to
state ’010’ in order to accumulate data for the next exposure from the camera, unless the
line counter has overflown. If that is the case, state ’100’ will be entered. The summation
memory is now filled with the sum of 1024 values for each pixel. Now mean values for
every pixel have to be calculated and stored in a different block memory, outside the
VHDL entity conf1. Every clock cycle, an entry from the summation memory is read
and separated into the values for the ODD and EVEN pixel it contains. These values
are being truncated by 10 bits, which again creates mean values. After that the mean
values are being written into an external block memory. The structure of this memory
is similar to the one of the summation memory, just that the width is merely 24 bits
instead of 44. It takes 256 clock cycles to perform this operation once for the completely
filled summation memory. After this procedure is finished, the memory is cleared and
the state machine goes back to state ’010’, where it starts accumulating data again. Like
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2.2 VHDL implementation

Figure 13: Raw data and conf0 output viewed with ChipScope

the previous stage of the automatic pedestal correction, this one also keeps on running
all the time. This also means that the external memory keeping the pedestal values
for each pixel gets updated approximately every 1025 exposures of the camera. Should
there be any change in the experimental setup the camera is pointing at (like change of
ambient light, reflections, ...), which also changes the pedestal values for the pixels, one
can be sure that the system is operating with actual pedestal values after a very short
time.

Also the behaviour of this part of code has been simulated in iSim and tested with
ChipScope. Below, a screenshot from iSim can be seen, in which the whole process
described above is performed (Fig 16). Note that for the simulation only 8 instead of
1024 lines of data summation have been configured. It can be seen that the state machine
stays in state ’010’ almost all the time during the accumulation (see signal ”STATES” in
Fig. 16). The red line indicates the point at which the line counter has overflown and the
truncated data from the summation memory is being output to be saved in the pedestal
block memory (MEM_WE turns ’1’, MEM_DATA is containing valid content).

The effect of the summation over 1024 lines can be seen when looking at the raw data
delivered by the camera and at the output signal MEM_DATA of conf1 at the same time.
The red line in Fig. 17 shows the incoming data from the camera for the ODD pixels,
while the blue line shows MEM_DATA, also for the ODD pixels. These values will be stored
in the pedestal memory. One can easily see that the statistical noise is reduced by a
large factor, but the calculated pedestal values fit to the mean values of the pixels and
the curves have the same shape.
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Figure 14: Schematic view of the FSM controlling the component conf1

2.2.4 Pellet recognition

This part of code takes care of two tasks: It uses the pedestal values for each pixel to
perform a correction of the incoming data. This is necessary, because every pixel shows a
slightly different behaviour due to differences in ambient light, slightly different gain and
so on (see Fig. 17: besides the statistical noise, a large difference in pedestals between
single pixels can be seen). Furthermore, there is a visible difference between the ODD and
EVEN pixels due to the fact that two different ADCs are used, as has been mentioned
before. When a pedestal value for each single pixel is known, one can correct the data,
so that all pixels are on an equal level afterwards. With this, it is easier to detect a
pellet with a simple threshold.

The second task is to detect a pellet event and output the necessary information about
every pellet. This recognition part is operating on pedestal corrected data only.

The pedestal correction part is done as follows: Once both preparatory stages conf0
and conf1 have been executed once, a signal is set to indicate the pellet recognition
part to start. The pedestals memory is filled at that stage. Additionally to all signals
mentioned above, the stage conf1 has an additional output signal named MEAN_MAX,
which always contains the biggest pedestal value stored in the memory. All values
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Figure 15: Structure of the block memory used for summation

Figure 16: Simulation (iSim) of conf1 with 8 lines

should be corrected to a level of MEAN_MAX+∆min (see Fig. 18), which means that all
values will be corrected upwards. For new incoming raw data the steps are now:

• Data for pixel x incoming (12-bit number from ADC conversion: Ax)

• Look up pedestal value Px for this pixel in pedestals block memory

• Add the value ∆x = MEAN_MAX + ∆min − Px to the delivered value of the pixel

• Output corrected data: Ax + ∆x

Figure 19 shows the raw data for odd (red) and even (blue) pixels and the pedestal
corrected data (odd: light red, even: light blue) in ChipScope.
The pellet recognition itself is, again, controlled by a finite state machine (see Fig. 20).
In the first three states (’000’ to ’010’), this FSM basically waits for the stages conf0
and conf1 to finish, and after that for valid data on the data bus. In state ’011’, the
real pellet detection will be carried out. For test purposes, a very simple pellet finding
algorithm has been implemented. If a pixel shows a value bigger than the level all
pixels have been corrected to plus a globally defined pellet threshold, it is considered
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Figure 17: Raw data (ODD pixels, red line) and output of conf1 (pedestal values) for
ODD pixels (blue)

to be a real pellet event. The pixel exceeding the threshold is internally referred to
as pellet_candidate. If no other pixel in the actual line exceeds the value of the
pellet_candidate, information about this pixel forms the output of the pellet detection.
If another pixel shows an even bigger value, it will be the new pellet_candidate. This
way, the algorithm always detects the pixel which shows the maximum value, but it
is also limited to detect one pellet per line only. If there were two pellets visible in
one exposure, information about the one with the bigger amplitude would be sent out.
The outputs of this entity are the important information about every detected pellet,
namely its position and maximum amplitude above threshold. The two information are
assembled to the data word PELLET_DATA, which was already introduced in Section 2.2.

2.3 Embedded system integration

As soon as the FPGA is powered up and a camera is connected to the board, the
design described above starts searching for pellet events. The data about found pellets
is available on a data-bus which is the output of the system. With the knowledge of the
structure of this output data, one can see the design as a ’black box’ and in principle even
duplicate the whole design to operate a second camera with the same FPGA. Of course
the output data needs further processing and at some point it needs to be submitted to
a computer for storage. Later, the data could be sent out via optical links, after which
it is received by a data processing board and read out via, for example, the VME bus
(see Section 2.). It was also necessary to create a full readout chain for the development
board, which is not aiming for high transmittance speeds or usage of multiple cameras,
but for debugging and tests of the system.
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MEAN_MAX

min

x

Figure 18: Pedestal correction

Figure 19: Raw data (red+blue) and pedestal corrected data (light red and light blue)
in ChipScope

To accomplish this, a Xilinx softcore microprocessor, called MicroBlaze, has been
utilized. This 32-bit microprocessor is running on the same FPGA which is used by the
pellet recognition. The MicroBlaze interfaces with the pellet design by reading pellet
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Figure 20: Schematic view of the FSM controlling the pellet recognition component

events from the output-data bus into a FIFO memory (First-In-First-Out) as a buffer.
The width of this FIFO-buffer has been selected to be 32 bit, so that the PLB, which
has an intrinsic width of 32 bit (32-bit microprocessor) is able to read one full entry
of the FIFO at a time. This means that one pellet event (64-bit timestamp and 32-bit
PELLET_DATA, see Sec. 2.2) consists of three entries in that FIFO separated into

• TIMESTAMP[63:32] 0 (higher 32 bits)

• TIMESTAMP[31:0] 1 (lower 32 bits)

• PELLET_DATA

This also means that three clock cycles of the MicroBlaze system are needed to read
out one pellet event. This is no problem for the data flow, because the microprocessor
is clocked by a separate clock (100MHz onboard quartz oscillator). This clock is com-
pletely separated from the reference clock that is delivered by the camera and drives the
VHDL design for pellet recognition. After reading one entry from the FIFO, the micro-
processor pipelines this data to a component called Xilinx UARTLite (UART: Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter), which is a component that translates a parallel
stream of data to a serial stream. The serialized data can be transferred by many types
of interfaces, in this case an onboard USB type B plug is used. A standard desktop
computer / laptop can be connected to the ML-555 development board via USB. On the
computer, one has to have a USB serial port driver installed. By using applications like
e.g. CuteCom or MiniCom, a serial terminal used as a debugging tool, the data from
the board can now be displayed and logged.

In Fig. 21, the structure of the microprocessor system can be seen. Note that the
hardware inputs/outputs are not visible in this schematic view (data from the camera
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Figure 21: Components of the embedded system with the MicroBlaze microprocessor
and their communication via the PLB (Processor Local Bus)

to the ’black box’ PELLET DESIGN as well as data from the UART16550 component to
the USB plug). One can see here, that inside the MicroBlaze environment, which is
written to the FPGA, an area for user controlled logic exists. This block is just a VHDL
wrapper file in which the top level entity of the user logic can be instantiated, in this
case the PELLET DESIGN. The wrapper file also hosts the FIFO buffer, which controls the
communication from and to the user logic component by using a finite state machine.
This FSM has seven different states (see Fig. 22). It remains in state ’000’ until the 1-bit
output of the PELLET DESIGN named PELLET_FLAG turns ’1’. This makes the FSM move
to the next state (’001’). In this state, the FSM checks the so-called vacancy information
of the FIFO; this number tells how many 32-bit places are still available in the FIFO. As
described before, one pellet event consists of three FIFO packages, so the FSM moves
on to the next state only if the vacancy is at least 3. If the vacancy is smaller, it will
fall back to state ’000’. If the vacancy is sufficiently high, a write request will be sent
to the FIFO component (the user has control of the FIFO by using a couple of control
signals like write request), after that the FSM will move on to state ’010’. The FIFO
is ready to accept data, so the first package is written to it containing PELLET_DATA.
Another control signal of the FIFO is the flag WrAck, meaning write acknowledge. If
this signal turns ’1’, the FIFO has accepted the data and the FSM goes on to state
’011’. This procedure has to be performed two more times. Again a write request is
sent (’011’) and in the next state the second package is written to the FIFO (state ’100’:
TIMESTAMP[63:32]). The acknowledge signal makes the FSM go to the next state, ’101’,
in which again a write request is set. The last state is ’110’, in which the missing lower
32 bit of the timestamp are finally written to the FIFO. When this is finished, the FSM
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2.3 Embedded system integration

goes back to state ’000’ and waits for the next pellet event. It should be noted that this
state machine is clocked by the MicroBlaze clock and not by the one used for the pellet
recognition. The MicroBlaze clock is faster than the camera’s internal clock, so most
of the states of this FSM are run through while the PELLET_FLAG is still active (when
looking at the cameras clock, this flag only stays on a high level for one clock cycle!).
This means that the dead time induced by the time this FSM needs until the next pellet
can be detected is reduced. When downloading the project file containing the embedded
system onto the FPGA, one is not able to look at internal signals of the pellet recognition
with ChipScope as it has been described before, due to the fact that the whole design is
instantiated inside the MicroBlaze system. Instead, another ChipScope integrated logic
analyzer has been put into the MicroBlaze system. By that, one can see all flags of the
’FIFO-FSM’ described in this section. A screenshot of this can be seen in Fig. 23 while
the design is running. A pellet has been found and the three packages are written to
the FIFO. This picture also shows that the PELLET_FLAG signal stays ’1’ for three clock
cycles in this example.
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Figure 22: Schematic view of the FSM controlling the microprocessor readout via a
FIFO

Figure 23: Control flags of the FIFO FSM in ChipScope

The last step remaining is to send the data out via the serial bus. The FIFO is
accessible via the PLB and can be read by a small C application running on the mi-
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croprocessor. This application reads three entries from the FIFO in a row and sends
them to the UART16550 component (again via the PLB). This component is operating
completely independently and the data is simply visible at the other side of a USB cable
and can be read with a computer connected.
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3 Performance

3.1 Test run using ”Fish-line” setup

The design was tested with a simple setup based on a flashing LED, so that no running
pellet target station was required. A picture of this test setup can be seen in Fig. 24.
The camera is mounted to an adjustable aluminium table which is sitting on a holding
structure that can also be mounted to the vacuum system of the pellet station. The
exact position of the camera in two dimensions (height and position perpendicular to
the pellet beam) can be adjusted with two micrometer screws. The camera is facing a
transparent plastic fibre which is illuminated by a white LED. This LED is connected to a
pulse generator which is generating short pulses with an adjustable repetition frequency.
When the camera position is adjusted so that the CCD line sees the region of the fibre
that is illuminated, the signals from the camera are very similar to real pellet events.

Figure 24: Test setup using an illuminated plastic fibre (”fish-line”)

This setup has been used for tests with ChipScope during the development of the VHDL
code. After the integration of the VHDL based design into the embedded system the
”fish-line” setup was used to test the data acquisition using the UART-via-USB con-
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nection and CuteCom on the PC side. A ’pellet stream’ with different frequencies was
tested and the data was logged to disk. A small root-script was used to read in the
ASCII files with the pellet data that CuteCom saves (see root script in Appendix C).
It should be pointed out again, that this kind of connection to the PC is a debugging
tool. With higher pellet frequencies this connection, especially the microprocessor driven
readout of the integrated FIFO, is a severe bottleneck and limiting the bandwidth of the
readout. This leads to ’lost’ pellet events at high frequencies because the FIFO holding
the events is being overwritten with new events while old events have not yet been read
out. Nevertheless, the pure VHDL design detects every single pellet in real time.

After powering up the design and starting CuteCom on a computer one can see the
incoming data in the following format (NOT in the final design, see Sec. 3.2!):

-- Entering main() --
102 04201E
100 042034
101 04204A
0FF 04208B
100 0420A1
102 0420B7
...

Unfortunately the word PELLET_DATA did not yet contain the information about the
pellets maximum amplitude at the stage the design was tested with the ’fish-line’. The
data format of the final design, containing the amplitude, will be shown in the next
subsection. The first line shows that the MicroBlaze system is running and the main
function of the small C-program running on the microprocessor has been reached. Every
following line shows the data of one pellet. The first number is the position of the pellet
(in pixels) the second number the timestamp. Both numbers are given in hexadecimal
notation. This format is easily machine-readable and intuitively to understand. The
following plots (Fig. 25) show the data from the board for LED-flashes, pellet-like events,
with a pellet frequency of 1 kHz. The upper plot shows a histogram of the ’pellet’s’
position. One can see a narrow peak almost in the middle of the camera’s range, where
the illuminated fibre was seen. The histogram in the middle shows the time difference
for two subsequent pellet events in lines (line counter is increased by 1 with every line).
At a frequency of 1kHz all pellets have a certain time difference to the pellet before,
which is corresponding to the higher peak on the left. In case the readout of the FIFO
is not fast enough, or a pellet-flash is at the same time the camera is submitting data
to the board (meaning partly deadtime for the camera) one pellet is missed and the
time difference to the next pellet is exactly the double amount of lines (right peak).
The lower plot is showing a kind of ’history’ for the whole run, the y-axis shows the
position of the pellets in pixels while the x-axis shows time in lines since the timestamp
of the first detected pellet (offset corrected). When increasing the pellet frequency,
especially the time difference plots are changing while the position and position vs. time
plots look almost the same. With a higher frequency obviously more pellets are missed,
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because more peaks at higher time differences are showing up as one can see in Fig. 26.
The pellet frequency for this plot was set to 2 kHz. This problem is introduced by
the microprocessor system and especially the serial port component (UART), which is
running at a baudrate of 230400 baud/second and not capable of transferring at higher
speeds.

Figure 25: 1 kHz LED-flash ’pellets’; upper plot: pellet position in pixels, middle plot:
time difference in lines between subsequent pellets, lower plot: pellet position in pixels
(y) vs. time in lines (x)

An even larger effect can be seen in the time difference plot in Fig. 27. The frequency
was set to 20 kHz. One can see several peaks at smaller time differences than the highest
peak. This means, that between most of the detected pellets a lot of other pellets must
have been missed. It is clear that for real data readout another data bus must be used
later which is capable of transferring data at higher speeds.
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Figure 26: Time difference between two subsequent pellets; ’pellet’-frequency: 2 kHz

Figure 27: Time difference between two subsequent pellets; ’pellet’-frequency: 20 kHz

3.2 Test at UPTS

Finally a pellet run at the Uppsala Pellet Test Station in June 2011 was used to test
the system with real pellets. Two cameras were mounted to the vacuum system of the
UPTS at a position below the skimmer. The setup can be seen in Fig. 28. Data has
been taken with different cameras and also for different integration times per camera.
The integration time is a parameter that can be set in a configuration program for the
camera and will be stored inside the camera housing. The effect of this parameter is,
that for a longer integration time the line frequency of the camera drops, because one
cycle (exposure + readout) is longer. The pellet frequency at the position below the
skimmer is a lot lower than in the upper part of the UPTS, but the frequency still
exceeds some kilohertz. Therefore it was to expect that the data taken with the usual
UART-via-USB link will not contain every pellet. In Fig. 29 four plots from the pellet
run can be seen. Plot a) shows the measured position of the pellet beam as seen by the
camera (in pixels), plot b) shows the time difference in lines between two subsequent
pellets, c) shows position (y) vs. time since first pellet in lines and d) is an amplitude
histogram.
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Figure 28: Lower part of the UPTS with mounted cameras

As mentioned before, the pellet’s amplitude was added to the output word PELLET_DATA
so that the output from the board as received with CuteCom in the final design looks
as follows:

-- Entering main() --
15A 10D 0EB03E1
160 D1 0EB049B
156 EA 0EB04B3
145 CD 0EB05AD
170 282 0EB05BB

The first number represents the position, the second is the amplitude and the third is
the timestamp for one pellet. Again, the previously mentioned root-script (see Appendix
C) has been used to read in the logfiles produced by CuteCom in the format given above.

While this run of the Pellet test station also data with the frame-grabber-card based
readout system has been taken. Fig. 30 shows the measured beam profile for the same
camera that was used with the FPGA board using the frame-grabber readout. The two
Plots (Fig.29 a) and Fig. 30) are in good agreement with each other, which shows that
the FPGA-board is working as planned and the data is, on such a global level as e.g.
the beam profile, consistent with the other readout system.
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Figure 29: Pellet data taken with the FPGA board
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Figure 30: Beam profile measured with frame-grabber readout system
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Figure 31: Amplitude spectrum of pellets measured with frame grabber readout

Also the amplitude spectrum (Fig. 29 d) ) shows a similar result as the one generated
from the frame-grabber data (see Fig. 31). Note, that in the implementation for the
frame-grabber data analysis an offline pedestal correction is performed and the pedestal
values are subtracted from the pixels amplitudes. In the FPGA design all pixel ampli-
tudes are pedestal corrected to a higher, fixed, level (see Sec. 2.2.4, especially Fig. 18).
This circumstance explains the ”offset” at a value of approximately 180 in the amplitude
spectrum ( Fig. 29 d) ).

4 Summary and Outlook

The VHDL-Code block developed in this work is capable of reading out one CCD line-
scan camera and perform a real-time pellet recognition. Also an online pedestal correc-
tion is performed, while each pixels pedestal value is re-determined on-the-fly while the
camera is running. In principle the whole design could be duplicated and, with some
modifications, used for a multi-camera setup. It has been shown, that it is possible to
get results similar to the measurements with a readout system based on frame-grabber
cards, as it is used now. For a possible future use a high-speed data link (e.g. optical
link) has to be integrated into the VHDL code to output all available data of detected
pellets. The UART-via-USB output implemented in the scope of this work can still be
used as a debugging and testing tool but it is not capable of transmitting all data from
detected pellets.
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List of acronyms

ADC Analog to Digital Converter

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit

CCD Charged Coupled Device

CELSIUS Cooling with ELectrons and Storing of Ions from the Uppsala Synchrocyclotron

CPLD Complex Programmable Logic Device

COSY COoler SYnchrotron

DAQ Data Acquisition

DCM Digital Clock Manager

DFC Droplet Formation Chamber

FAIR Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research

FIFO First-In-First-Out

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array

FSM Finite State Machine

GPIO General Purpose Input/Output

GSI Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung

GTP Gigabit Tranceiver with low Power (Xilinx internal name)

GUI Graphical User Interface

HESR High Energy Storage Ring

IP Internet Protocol

JTAG Joint Test Action Group

LED Light Emitting Diode

PC Personal Computer

PCB Printed Circuit Board

PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect

PLB Processor Local Bus
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PLL Phase Locked Loop

QCD Quantum Chromo Dynamics

STM STate Machine (see FSM)

TSL The Svedberg Laboratories

UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

UPTS Uppsala Pellet Test Station

USB Universal Serial Bus

VHDL VHSIC Hardware Description Language

VHSICHDL Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language

VIC Vacuum Injection Capillary

VME VersaModule Eurocard

WASA Wide Angle Shower Apparatus
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Appendix

A CameraLink specification

In the following table the bit assignments for the 28-bit words the camera delivers are
given after deserialization. The bit Tx0 denotes the least significant bit of the word,
Tx27 is the most significant bit.

Bit in word Content Description
Tx00 ODD-00

Amplitude of current ODD pixel

Tx01 ODD-01
Tx02 ODD-02
Tx03 ODD-03
Tx04 ODD-04
Tx06 ODD-05
Tx27 ODD-06
Tx05 ODD-07
Tx07 ODD-08
Tx08 ODD-09
Tx09 ODD-10
Tx12 ODD-11
Tx15 EVEN-00

Amplitude of current EVEN pixel

Tx18 EVEN-01
Tx19 EVEN-02
Tx20 EVEN-03
Tx21 EVEN-04
Tx22 EVEN-05
Tx16 EVEN-06
Tx17 EVEN-07
Tx13 EVEN-08
Tx14 EVEN-09
Tx10 EVEN-10
Tx11 EVEN-11

TxCLK STROBE
control flags

Tx24 LVAL
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B VHDL sourcecode

B.1 Top level entity

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- File: Cam_link_int.vhd
-- Descr: TOP LEVEL ENTITY
-- for pellet recognition firmware
--
-- Author: Malte Albrecht
-------------------------------------------------------------
library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

library UNISIM;
use UNISIM.VComponents.all;

entity Cam_link_int is
Port ( CLK_IN_P : in STD_LOGIC;

CLK_IN_N : in STD_LOGIC;
RX : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (27 downto 0);
RX_CLK : in STD_LOGIC;

PELLET_DATA : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
TIMESTAMP : out std_logic_vector(63 downto 0);
PELLET_FLAG : out std_logic);

end Cam_link_int;

architecture Behavioral of Cam_link_int is

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- COMPONENT DECLARATION
-------------------------------------------------------------
component vt_ila -- single port 16-port ila
PORT (

CONTROL : INOUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(35 DOWNTO 0);
CLK : IN STD_LOGIC;
TRIG0 : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOWNTO 0);
TRIG1 : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(23 DOWNTO 0);
TRIG2 : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(32 DOWNTO 0));

end component;

component vt_icon -- single icon module
PORT (

CONTROL0 : INOUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(35 DOWNTO 0));
end component;
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component conf0
PORT ( CLK : in STD_LOGIC;

RX : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (27 downto 0);
RST : in STD_LOGIC;
CONF1_STM_GO : inout STD_LOGIC;
INIT_MEAN_EVEN : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);
INIT_MEAN_ODD : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0));

end component;

component conf1
PORT ( MEAN_STM_GO : in STD_LOGIC;

CLK : in STD_LOGIC;
RST : in STD_LOGIC;
RX : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(27 downto 0);
INIT_MEAN_EVEN : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);
INIT_MEAN_ODD : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_ADDR : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_WE : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(0 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_DATA : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (23 downto 0);
MEAN_MAX : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);
RECO_GO : out STD_LOGIC;
-- debug for use with chipscope in ISE
conf1_stm : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0));

end component;

component ped_mem
PORT ( clka : in std_logic;

wea : in std_logic_vector(0 downto 0);
addra : in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
dina : in std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);
douta : out std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);
clkb : in std_logic;
web : in std_logic_vector(0 downto 0);
addrb : in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
dinb : in std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);
doutb : out std_logic_vector(23 downto 0));

end component;

component pellet_reco
PORT ( CLK : in STD_LOGIC;

RECO_GO : in STD_LOGIC;
RX : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (27 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_ADDR : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_DATA : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (23 downto 0);

MAXMEAN : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);
PELLET_POS : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (8 downto 0);

found_pellet : out STD_LOGIC;
pellet_cand : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);

--debug
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reco_stm : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0);
rx_even_corr : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
rx_odd_corr : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
thr : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0));

end component;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- INTERNAL SIGNALS
-------------------------------------------------------------
-- CLOCKING
--signal clkin_125MHz : std_logic; -- used later for CLK_IN_P / CLK_IN_N => DCM
signal clkdll_125MHz : std_logic;
signal clkdll_250MHz : std_logic;
signal clkfb_125MHz : std_logic;
signal clk_125MHz : std_logic;
signal clk_250MHz : std_logic;
signal rx_clko : std_logic;

-- Chipscope
signal chipscope0 : std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
signal chipscope1 : std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);
signal chipscope2 : std_logic_vector(32 downto 0);
signal control0 : std_logic_vector(35 downto 0);
signal start : std_logic_vector(1 downto 0);

-- Global signals and signals for simulation
signal data_stm : std_logic_vector(2 downto 0);
signal rst : STD_LOGIC;
signal rst_temp : STD_LOGIC;

-- Auto pedestal correction
signal conf1_stm_go : STD_LOGIC;
signal init_mean_even : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
signal init_mean_odd : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
signal rx_even_corr_tmp : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
signal rx_odd_corr_tmp : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
signal THR : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
signal ped_mem_get_addr : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
signal ped_mem_get_data : std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);
signal mean_max : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
signal conf1_stm_temp : std_logic_vector(2 downto 0);

signal mean_mem_addr : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
signal mean_mem_we : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(0 downto 0);
signal mean_mem_data : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(23 downto 0);
signal pellet_found_temp : STD_LOGIC;
signal reco_go : std_logic;

-- Pellet data
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signal PELLET_AMPL : std_logic_vector(11 downto 0);
signal pellet_pos : std_logic_vector(8 downto 0);
signal timestamp_raw : std_logic_vector(63 downto 0);

-------------------------------------------------------------

begin
-------------------------------------------------------------
rx_clkbuf: BUFG port map (

I => RX_CLK,
O => rx_clko);

---------------------------------------------------------
--clkbuf_in: IBUFGDS
-- port map (
-- O => clkin_125MHz,
-- I => CLK_IN_P,
-- IB => CLK_IN_N);

DCM1: DCM port map (
CLKFB => clkfb_125MHz,

-- CLKIN => clkin_125MHz,
CLKIN => rx_clko,
DSSEN => ’0’,
PSCLK => ’0’,
PSEN => ’0’,
PSINCDEC => ’0’,
RST => ’0’, --dll_reset,
CLK0 => clkdll_125MHz,
CLK90 => open,
CLK180 => open,
CLK270 => open,
CLK2x => clkdll_250MHz,
CLK2x180 => open,
CLKDV => open,
CLKFX => open,
CLKFX180 => open,
LOCKED => open, --lock,
PSDONE => open,
STATUS => open);

clkbuf_fb: BUFG port map (
I => clkdll_125MHz,
O => clkfb_125MHz);

clkbuf_out1: BUFG port map (
I => clkdll_125MHz,
O => clk_125MHz);
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clkbuf_out2: BUFG port map (
I => clkdll_250MHz,
O => clk_250MHz);

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- AUTO CONFIGURATION
-------------------------------------------------------------

-- STAGE 0
CONF_0: conf0
port map (

CLK => clk_125MHz,
RX => RX,
RST => rst,
CONF1_STM_GO => conf1_stm_go,
INIT_MEAN_EVEN => init_mean_even,
INIT_MEAN_ODD => init_mean_odd

);

-- STAGE 1
CONF_1: conf1
port map (

MEAN_STM_GO => conf1_stm_go,
CLK => clk_125MHz,
RST => rst,
RX => RX,
INIT_MEAN_EVEN => init_mean_even,
INIT_MEAN_ODD => init_mean_odd,
MEAN_MEM_ADDR => mean_mem_addr,
MEAN_MEM_WE => mean_mem_we,
MEAN_MEM_DATA => mean_mem_data,
MEAN_MAX => mean_max,
RECO_GO => reco_go,
conf1_stm => conf1_stm_temp

);

-- Connect pedestal-BRAM
PEDMEM: ped_mem
port map( clka => clk_125MHz,

wea => mean_mem_we,
addra => mean_mem_addr,
dina => mean_mem_data,
douta => open,
clkb => clk_125MHz,
web => "0",
addrb => ped_mem_get_addr,
dinb => (others => ’0’),
doutb => ped_mem_get_data
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);
-- PELLET RECOGNITION
RECO: pellet_reco
port map (CLK => clk_125MHz,

RECO_GO => ’1’,
RX => RX,
MEAN_MEM_ADDR => ped_mem_get_addr,
MEAN_MEM_DATA => ped_mem_get_data,
MAXMEAN => mean_max,
PELLET_POS => pellet_pos,
found_pellet => pellet_found_temp,
pellet_cand => PELLET_AMPL,
reco_stm => open,
rx_even_corr => rx_even_corr_tmp,
rx_odd_corr => rx_odd_corr_tmp,
thr => THR

);

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- start(0) provides trigger for chipscope (LVAL=’1’)
-------------------------------------------------------------
process(clk_125MHz)
begin

if clk_125MHz’event and clk_125MHz = ’1’ then
case start is

when "00" =>
if RX(24) = ’1’ then

start <= "01";
end if;

when "01" =>
TIMESTAMP <= timestamp_raw;
timestamp_raw <= timestamp_raw + 1;
start <= "10";

when "10" =>
if RX(24) = ’0’ then

start <= "00";
end if;

when others =>
start <= "00";

end case;
end if;

end process;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- ASSEMBLE OUTPUT PELLET DATA
-------------------------------------------------------------
process(clk_125MHz)
begin

if clk_125MHz’event and clk_125MHz = ’1’ then
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PELLET_DATA <= "0000" & PELLET_AMPL & "0000000" & pellet_pos;
PELLET_FLAG <= pellet_found_temp;

end if;
end process;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- RESET procedure (for simulation)
-------------------------------------------------------------
process(clk_125MHz)
begin

if clk_125MHz’EVENT and clk_125MHz = ’1’ then
if rst_temp = ’1’ then

rst <= ’0’;
else

rst <= ’1’;
rst_temp <= ’1’;

end if;
end if;

end process;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- CHIPSCOPE (uncomment for use with ISE)
-------------------------------------------------------------
chipscope0 <= ’0’ & start & ’0’ & RX;
chipscope1 <= init_mean_even & THR;
chipscope2 <= mean_mem_data & mean_mem_addr & mean_mem_we;

U_ILA: vt_ila
port map (

CONTROL => control0,
CLK => clk_125MHz,
TRIG0 => chipscope0,
TRIG1 => chipscope1,
TRIG2 => chipscope2

);

U_ICON: vt_icon
port map (

CONTROL0 => control0);

end Behavioral;
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B.2 Automatic pedestal configuration

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- File: conf0.vhd
-- Descr: First stage of automatic configuration
-- procedure for the line-scan camera.
-- Seperate mean values for ODD and EVEN pixels
-- are obtained by summation over 16 complete
-- exposures ("lines") of the LS-camera.
--
-- Author: Malte Albrecht
-------------------------------------------------------------

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
library UNISIM;
use UNISIM.VComponents.all;

entity conf0 is
Port ( CLK : in STD_LOGIC;

RX : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (27 downto 0); -- incoming DATA
RST : in STD_LOGIC; -- mainly for simulation...
CONF1_STM_GO : inout STD_LOGIC;

-- start signal for second stage of autoconf
INIT_MEAN_EVEN : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);

-- initial mean value for all EVEN pixels
INIT_MEAN_ODD : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0));

-- initial mean value for all ODD pixels
end conf0;

architecture Behavioral of conf0 is
-------------------------------------------------------------
-- INTERNAL SIGNALS
-------------------------------------------------------------
signal rx_buf0 : std_logic_vector(27 downto 0);
signal rx_buf1 : std_logic_vector(27 downto 0);
signal rx_buf2 : std_logic_vector(27 downto 0);

signal conf0_stm : std_logic_vector(2 downto 0);
-- states of first configuration STM

signal conf0_sum_en : std_logic;
signal conf0_line_cnt : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
signal conf0_sum_cnt : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
signal conf0_init_ped_we : std_logic;
signal conf0_even_sum : std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);
signal conf0_odd_sum : std_logic_vector(23 downto 0);
-------------------------------------------------------------
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begin

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- Copy incoming data (FIFO)
-------------------------------------------------------------
process(CLK)
begin

if CLK’event and CLK = ’1’ then
rx_buf0 <= RX;
rx_buf1 <= rx_buf0;
rx_buf2 <= rx_buf1;

end if;
end process;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- AUTO CONFIGURATION
-------------------------------------------------------------

-- STAGE 0 STM
process(CLK)
begin

if RST = ’1’ then
conf0_stm <= "000";

elsif CLK’EVENT and CLK = ’1’ then
case conf0_stm is

when "000" => -- reset state
conf0_sum_en <= ’0’;
conf0_line_cnt <= (others => ’0’);

conf0_sum_cnt <= X"FF"; -- reset counter.
conf0_init_ped_we <= ’0’;
if rx_buf0(24) = ’0’ then -- goto next state, if LVAL=’0’

conf0_stm <= "001";
end if;

when "001" =>
conf0_init_ped_we <= ’0’;

conf0_sum_cnt <= X"FF"; -- reset counter.
if rx_buf0(24) = ’1’ then -- goto next state, if LVAL=’1’

conf0_stm <= "010";
end if;

when "010" =>
if conf0_sum_cnt = X"FE" and rx_buf0(24) = ’0’ then

conf0_stm <= "011";
conf0_sum_cnt <= conf0_sum_cnt + 1;

else
if rx_buf2(24) = ’0’ and conf0_even_sum > 0 then -- conf0_even_sum

conf0_stm <= "001";
conf0_sum_en <= ’0’;
conf0_sum_cnt <= X"00";
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else
conf0_sum_en <= ’1’;
conf0_sum_cnt <= conf0_sum_cnt + 1;

end if;
end if;

when "011" =>
conf0_line_cnt <= conf0_line_cnt + 1;
conf0_sum_en <= ’0’;
if rx_buf1(24) = ’0’ then

conf0_stm <= "100";
end if;

when "100" =>
if conf0_line_cnt > 0 then

if rx_buf1(24) = ’1’ then
conf0_stm <= "010";
conf0_sum_en <= ’1’;
conf0_sum_cnt <= conf0_sum_cnt +1;

end if;
else

conf0_stm <= "101";
end if;

when "101" =>
conf0_init_ped_we <= ’1’;
conf0_stm <= "001";

when others =>
conf0_stm <= "000";

end case;
end if;

end process;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- SUM UP DATA (ODD AND EVEN SEPERATED)
-------------------------------------------------------------
process(CLK)
begin

if CLK’event and CLK = ’1’ then
if conf0_stm = "001" then

conf0_even_sum <= (others => ’0’);
conf0_odd_sum <= (others => ’0’);

else
if conf0_sum_en = ’1’ then

conf0_even_sum <= conf0_even_sum + ( rx_buf2(11 downto 10)
& rx_buf2(14 downto 13) & rx_buf2(17 downto 16)
& rx_buf2(22 downto 18) & rx_buf2(15) );

conf0_odd_sum <= conf0_odd_sum + ( rx_buf2(12) & rx_buf2(9 downto 7)
& rx_buf2(5) & rx_buf2(27) & rx_buf2(6)
& rx_buf2(4 downto 0) );

end if;
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end if;
end if;

end process;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- OUTPUT MEAN VALUES
-------------------------------------------------------------
process(CLK)
begin

if RST = ’1’ then
CONF1_STM_GO <= ’0’;

elsif CLK’event and CLK = ’1’ then
if conf0_init_ped_we = ’1’ then

INIT_MEAN_EVEN <= conf0_even_sum(23 downto 12);
INIT_MEAN_ODD <= conf0_odd_sum(23 downto 12);
CONF1_STM_GO <= (CONF1_STM_GO or conf0_init_ped_we);

end if;
end if;

end process;

end Behavioral;
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-------------------------------------------------------------
-- File: conf1.vhd
-- Descr: Second stage of automatic configuration
-- procedure for the line-scan camera
-- Uses mean values from first stage and
-- calculates pedestal values for each single
-- pixel. These pedestal values are being output
-- and stored in a BRAM for later use.
--
-- Author: Malte Albrecht
-------------------------------------------------------------

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

library UNISIM;
use UNISIM.VComponents.all;

entity conf1 is
Port ( MEAN_STM_GO : in STD_LOGIC;

CLK : in STD_LOGIC;
RST : in STD_LOGIC;
RX : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(27 downto 0);
INIT_MEAN_EVEN : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);
INIT_MEAN_ODD : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_ADDR : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_WE : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(0 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_DATA : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (23 downto 0);
MEAN_MAX : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);
RECO_GO : out STD_LOGIC;

-- (Debug) for use with chipscope in ISE
conf1_stm : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0));

end conf1;

architecture Behavioral of conf1 is
-------------------------------------------------------------
-- COMPONENT DECLARATION
-------------------------------------------------------------
component conf1_sum_mem -- true dual port RAM for sums

port (
clka : in std_logic;
rsta : in std_logic;
wea : in std_logic_vector(0 downto 0);
addra : in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
dina : in std_logic_vector(43 downto 0);
douta : out std_logic_vector(43 downto 0);
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clkb : in std_logic;
web : in std_logic_vector(0 downto 0);
addrb : in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
dinb : in std_logic_vector(43 downto 0);
doutb : out std_logic_vector(43 downto 0));

end component;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- INTERNAL SIGNALS
-------------------------------------------------------------
constant pellet_thr: integer := 15;

signal mean_we_temp : std_logic;
signal rx_buf0 : std_logic_vector(27 downto 0);
signal rx_buf1 : std_logic_vector(27 downto 0);
signal rx_even : std_logic_vector(11 downto 0);
signal rx_odd : std_logic_vector(11 downto 0);
signal mem_we : STD_LOGIC_vector(0 downto 0);
signal mem_addr : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
signal mem_addr2 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
signal mem_data_set : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(43 downto 0);
signal mem_data_get : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(43 downto 0);
signal line_cnt : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(9 downto 0);
-------------------------------------------------------------

begin
-------------------------------------------------------------
-- Copy data (FIFO)
-------------------------------------------------------------
process(CLK)
begin

if CLK’event and CLK = ’1’ then
rx_buf0 <= RX;
rx_buf1 <= rx_buf0;

end if;
end process;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- AUTO CONFIGURATION
-------------------------------------------------------------

-- STAGE 1
process(CLK)
begin

if RST = ’1’ then
conf1_stm <= "000";

else
if CLK’event and CLK = ’1’ then

case conf1_stm is
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when "000" => -- RST state
mem_addr <= X"00";
mem_addr2 <= X"00";
mem_we <= "0";
MEAN_MEM_WE <= "0";
line_cnt <= "0000000000";
if MEAN_STM_GO = ’1’ and rx_buf0(24) = ’0’ then

-- GO sig fr. conf0 STM AND LVAL=0 ?
conf1_stm <= "001";

end if;
when "001" =>

mem_we(0) <= ’0’;
line_cnt <= "0000000000";
if rx_buf0(24) = ’1’ then

mem_addr2 <= mem_addr2 + 1;
end if;
if rx_buf1(24) = ’1’ then -- if LVAL = 1

if mean_we_temp = ’1’ then
MEAN_MEM_WE <= "1";

end if;
mem_addr <= X"00";
mem_we <= "1";
conf1_stm <= "010";

end if;
when "010" =>

if rx_buf1(24) = ’0’ then
if mem_addr = X"FF" then

mem_we(0) <= ’0’;
conf1_stm <= "011";
MEAN_MEM_WE <= "0";
line_cnt <= line_cnt + 1;
if rx_buf0(24) = ’1’ then

mem_addr2 <= mem_addr2 + 1;
end if;

else
conf1_stm <= "000"; -- INCOMPLETE LINE! RESET!

end if;
else

if rx_buf0(24) = ’1’ then
mem_addr2 <= mem_addr2 + 1;

end if;
mem_addr <= mem_addr + 1;
mem_we <= "1";

end if;
when "011" =>

if line_cnt = 0 then
conf1_stm <= "100";

elsif rx_buf1(24) = ’1’ then
mem_addr <= mem_addr + 1;
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mem_addr2 <= mem_addr2 + 1;
conf1_stm <= "010";
mem_we(0) <= ’1’;

elsif rx_buf0(24) = ’1’ then
mem_addr2 <= mem_addr2 + 1;

end if;
when "100" =>

if rx_buf0(24) = ’0’ then
mem_addr2 <= X"00";

end if;
if rx_buf0(24) = ’1’ then

mem_addr2 <= mem_addr2 + 1;
end if;
if rx_buf1(24) = ’0’ then

mean_we_temp <= ’1’;
conf1_stm <= "001";

end if;
when others =>

conf1_stm <= "000";
end case;

end if;
end if;

end process;

process(CLK)
begin

if CLK’event and CLK = ’1’ then
rx_even <= rx_buf0(11 downto 10) & rx_buf0(14 downto 13) & rx_buf0(17 downto 16)

& rx_buf0(22 downto 18) & rx_buf0(15);
rx_odd <= rx_buf0(12) & rx_buf0(9 downto 7) & rx_buf0(5) & rx_buf0(27) & rx_buf0(6)

& rx_buf0(4 downto 0);
end if;

end process;

process(CLK)
begin

if CLK’event and CLK = ’1’ then
if line_cnt > 0 then

if rx_even < (INIT_MEAN_EVEN + pellet_thr) then
mem_data_set(43 downto 22) <= mem_data_get(43 downto 22) + rx_even;
if rx_odd < (INIT_MEAN_ODD + pellet_thr) then

mem_data_set(21 downto 0) <= mem_data_get(21 downto 0) + rx_odd;
else

mem_data_set(21 downto 0) <= mem_data_get(21 downto 0)
+ INIT_MEAN_ODD;

end if;
else

mem_data_set(43 downto 22) <= mem_data_get(43 downto 22)
+ INIT_MEAN_EVEN;
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if rx_odd < (INIT_MEAN_ODD + pellet_thr) then
mem_data_set(21 downto 0) <= mem_data_get(21 downto 0) + rx_odd;

else
mem_data_set(21 downto 0) <= mem_data_get(21 downto 0)

+ INIT_MEAN_ODD;
end if;

end if;
else

if rx_even < (INIT_MEAN_EVEN + pellet_thr) then
mem_data_set(43 downto 22) <= "0000000000000000000000" + rx_even;
if rx_odd < (INIT_MEAN_ODD + pellet_thr) then

mem_data_set(21 downto 0) <= "0000000000000000000000" + rx_odd;
else

mem_data_set(21 downto 0) <= "0000000000000000000000"
+ INIT_MEAN_ODD;

end if;
else

mem_data_set(43 downto 22) <= "0000000000000000000000" + INIT_MEAN_EVEN;
if rx_odd < (INIT_MEAN_ODD + pellet_thr) then

mem_data_set(21 downto 0) <= "0000000000000000000000" + rx_odd;
else

mem_data_set(21 downto 0) <= "0000000000000000000000"
+ INIT_MEAN_ODD;

end if;
end if;

end if;
end if;

end process;

process(CLK)
begin

if RST = ’1’ then
MEAN_MAX <= X"000";

elsif CLK’event and CLK = ’1’ then
MEAN_MEM_ADDR <= mem_addr2 - 1;
if mean_we_temp = ’1’ then

MEAN_MEM_DATA <= mem_data_get(43 downto 32) & mem_data_get(21 downto 10);
if mem_data_get(43 downto 32) > mem_data_get(21 downto 10) then

if mem_data_get(43 downto 32) > MEAN_MAX then
MEAN_MAX <= mem_data_get(43 downto 32);

end if;
else

if mem_data_get(21 downto 10) > MEAN_MAX then
MEAN_MAX <= mem_data_get(21 downto 10);

end if;
end if;

end if;
end if;

end process;
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-------------------------------------------------------------
-- Connect summation memory (true dual port BRAM)
-------------------------------------------------------------
sum_mem: conf1_sum_mem
port map(

clka => CLK,
rsta => RST,
wea => mem_we,
addra => mem_addr,
dina => mem_data_set,
douta => open,
clkb => CLK,
web => "0",
addrb => mem_addr2,
dinb => (others => ’0’),
doutb => mem_data_get);

end Behavioral;
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B.3 Pellet recognition

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- File: pellet_reco.vhd
-- Descr: This entity performs online pedestal corrections
-- for all pixels and detects pellets with a simple
-- maximum-above-threshold algorithm. Information
-- about found pellets is the output of the entity.
--
-- Author: Malte Albrecht
-------------------------------------------------------------

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

library UNISIM;
use UNISIM.VComponents.all;

entity pellet_reco is
Port ( CLK : in STD_LOGIC;

RECO_GO : in STD_LOGIC;
RX : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (27 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_ADDR : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0);
MEAN_MEM_DATA : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (23 downto 0);
MAXMEAN : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (11 downto 0);
PELLET_POS : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (8 downto 0);
found_pellet : out STD_LOGIC;
pellet_cand : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);

-- for use with chipscope in ISE:
reco_stm : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0);
rx_even_corr : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
rx_odd_corr : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0);
thr : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 downto 0));

end pellet_reco;

architecture Behavioral of pellet_reco is
-------------------------------------------------------------
-- INTERNAL SIGNALS
-------------------------------------------------------------
constant pellet_thr: integer := 12;
constant ped_corr: integer := 10;

signal ped_corr_go : std_logic;

begin
-------------------------------------------------------------
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B.3 Pellet recognition

-- PEDESTAL CORRECTION
-------------------------------------------------------------
process(CLK)
begin

if ped_corr_go = ’1’ then
if RX(24) = ’1’ then

if CLK’EVENT and CLK = ’1’ then
rx_even_corr <= (RX(11 downto 10) & RX(14 downto 13)

& RX(17 downto 16) & RX(22 downto 18)
& RX(15)) + ((MAXMEAN + ped_corr)
- MEAN_MEM_DATA(23 downto 12));

rx_odd_corr <= (RX(12) & RX(9 downto 7) & RX(5) & RX(27)
& RX(6) & RX(4 downto 0))
+ ((MAXMEAN + ped_corr)
- MEAN_MEM_DATA(11 downto 0));

MEAN_MEM_ADDR <= MEAN_MEM_ADDR + 1;
end if;

else
MEAN_MEM_ADDR <= X"00";

end if;
end if;

end process;

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- PELLET RECOGNITION STM
-------------------------------------------------------------
process(CLK)
begin

if CLK’EVENT and CLK=’1’ then
thr <= MAXMEAN + ped_corr + pellet_thr;
case reco_stm is

when "000" =>
if RECO_GO = ’1’ then

reco_stm <= "001";
end if;

when "001" =>
if RX(24) = ’0’ then

reco_stm <= "010";
end if;

when "010" =>
ped_corr_go <= ’1’;
found_pellet <= ’0’;
if RX(24) = ’1’ then

pellet_cand <= X"000";
reco_stm <= "011";
pellet_pos <= "000000000";

end if;
when "011" =>
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B.3 Pellet recognition

-- PELLET RECOGNITION (ONE PELLET PER LINE, TAKE MAXIMUM PIXEL CONTENT ABOVE THR)
if rx_odd_corr >= (MAXMEAN + ped_corr + pellet_thr) then

if rx_even_corr >= rx_odd_corr then
if rx_even_corr > pellet_cand then

pellet_cand <= rx_even_corr;
pellet_pos <= (’0’ & MEAN_MEM_ADDR)

+ (’0’ & MEAN_MEM_ADDR) - 1;
end if;

else
if rx_odd_corr > pellet_cand then

pellet_cand <= rx_odd_corr;
pellet_pos <= (’0’ & MEAN_MEM_ADDR)

+ (’0’ & MEAN_MEM_ADDR) - 2;
end if;

end if;
else

if rx_even_corr >= (MAXMEAN + ped_corr + pellet_thr) then
if rx_even_corr > pellet_cand then

pellet_cand <= rx_even_corr;
pellet_pos <= (’0’ & MEAN_MEM_ADDR)

+ (’0’ & MEAN_MEM_ADDR) - 1;
end if;

end if;
end if;
if RX(24) = ’0’ then

if pellet_cand > 0 then
found_pellet <= ’1’;
reco_stm <= "010";

end if;
end if;

when others =>
reco_stm <= "000";

end case;
end if;

end process;
end Behavioral;
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C root script to read in pellet data

C root script to read in pellet data

This root script was used to read in the log-files written by CuteCom which contain the pellet
data. The script generates and displays four histograms as shown in Sec. 3.2, Fig. 29.

{
// INCLUDES

#include "Riostream.h"
#include <fstream>
#include <string>

// GLOBAL
gROOT->Reset();
gROOT->SetStyle("Plain");

// READ IN FILE
ifstream in;
in.open("V110/PELLETS_005_16us.log"); // log-file written by CuteCom

Float_t tempVal;
TCanvas *canv = new TCanvas("canv","canv");
canv->Divide(2,2);
TH1F* hPos = new TH1F("hPos", "hPos", 512, -0.5, 511.5);
TH1F* hAmpl = new TH1F("hAmpl","hAmpl",4096,-0.5,4095.5);

int i=-1;
string tempStr;
while(in.good()) {
getline(in,tempStr);

i++;
}

in.close();
cout << "i=" << i << endl;
in.open("V110/PELLETS_005_16us.log"); // log-file written by CuteCom
Long_t time[i];
Int_t pos[i], time_relative[i],ampl[i];

for(int j=-1;j<(i-2);j++) {
if(j==-1) {

getline(in,tempStr);
cout << "tempStr=" << tempStr << endl;

} else {
in >> std::hex >> pos[j];
in >> std::hex >> ampl[j];
in >> std::hex >> time[j];
hPos->Fill(pos[j]);
hAmpl->Fill(ampl[j]);
time_relative[j] = time[j] - time[0];

}
}

in.close();
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C root script to read in pellet data

canv->cd(1);
hPos->Draw();

TH1F* hLineDiff = new TH1F("hLineDiff","hLineDiff",1000,-0.5,999.5);
TGraph *grPosVsTime = new TGraph(i,time_relative,pos);
Int_t diff;
for(int j=0;j<(i-3);j++) {

diff = time[j+1]-time[j];
hLineDiff->Fill(diff);

}
canv->cd(2);
hLineDiff->Draw();
canv->cd(3);
grPosVsTime->Draw("AP");
canv->cd(4);
hAmpl->Draw();

}
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D How to run the system

D How to run the system

In order to get the current setup running one has to perform the following steps:

• Connections:
– Connect a line-scan camera to the adapter PCB via a CameraLink cable
– Connect Xilinx USB JTAG programmer to a computer, and connect the programmer

box to the ML-555 development board via ribbon cable
– Connect the USB output of the ML-555 board to a computer (data will be sent via

this cable)

• The next step is to upload the firmware to the FPGA via the programmer box. This can
be done with the Xilinx development tools (ISE or XPS).
Select the file <PATH_TO_CAMERA_LINK_PROJECT>/Cam_link_int.bit and upload it to the
FPGA.

• On the computer connected to the ML-555 board via USB (can be the same machine
used for programming the FPGA): Start a graphical serial terminal as e.g. CuteCom
(http://cutecom.sourceforge.net/) to receive the data from the board. Remember to set
the baudrate to 230400 baud/second and select the correct USB port (the one that is
connected to the ML-555 board).

• As soon as the firmware is uploaded to the FPGA, one should see an output in the form
---Entering_main()--- as described in previous sections, in the CuteCom interface. If
the camera already sees ”pellet like events”, one should also see the output data running
through the CuteCom log.

• The logged data from the board can be stored, by selecting ”Log to: <PATH_TO_LOGFILE>
in the CuteCom GUI. A plain text file will be written to the hard disk, which contains the
pellet data and can be analysed with the root-script in appendix C for example.
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